When taxed with building a
winding staircase on a central
axis, designer Jenny Provost
turned to two Canadian artist
friends – and the double helix –
for inspiration. The result is an
astonishing achievement
of glass, resin and light.

Mosaica by K2 is a custom, yet surprisingly affordable, glass and
stone tile experience. Multi-colored backsplashes with interesting

1 shapes and sparkle take kitchen design from “ho-hum” to “oh, wow!”
Find these
Hot List features
at the
K2 Kitchens
Showroom.

2 With five temperature settings, the Fisher & Paykel CoolDrawer™
is the perfect combination of intelligence and convenience. One
appliance morphs from wine cooler to freezer with a simple touch.

2017
An unbelievably versatile cook center, the
Míele steam oven is also a convection oven.

cleaner, faster cooking in a large
3 Healthier,
cavity oven. It’s the future. On display at K2
Kitchens.

Hot

Miele Steam Oven

List
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With a worldwide

5

presence, K2 Design
offers exciting wall

Consistent
back-lighting is no longer
a designer’s challenge.
EOS panels provide even
back-lighting to illumi-

coverings sourced around
the globe. Hot for 2017 are
these two exciting patterns
from South
African design houses.

nate your most precious
stone or glass. Gone are
the LED strip “dots” and
“lines”. Perfectly even
lighting is available at K2.
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Bonafide bling for your home. Waterstone
faucets act as pieces of jewelry in the kitchen.
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UP, UP AND AWAY!
No matter where you are standing, staircases are a
matter of perspective.

Whether they are swooping spirals that suggest
the heavens are just above, or an elegant design
grounded in tradition, a custom staircase does more
than just carry traffic from point A to point B.
Marrying form and function, they serve a practical
purpose in multi-level homes. But more than that,
they creatively transition from one idea to another,
from one design element and into the next.
Yet all challenge the viewer to consider their next
step.
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